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ABOUT

with, CCAT will continue our campaigning work so that
fighting slavery remains high on the local authority
agenda and the public continue to play their part in
spotting the signs of slavery in their neighbourhoods.
We will focus our campaigning in schools,
communities and public events in 2019 and help the
cause we have been fighting for over the last 15 years

It has been a busy and fruitful year for Croydon
Community Against Trafficking (CCAT). We’ve
managed to reach more people than ever with our
campaign message (see Figure 1 page 12). CCAT is
immensely proud of our work this year. With the
National Referral Mechanism (NRM) and the Modern
Slavery Bill both in place for a number of years, you
would think there is no need for CCAT to continue its
campaigning work. Far from it, because in spite of
these official mechanisms, the number of victims
being helped is only marginally increasing. The
authorities are certainly better placed to deal with
victims they happen to come across in their work but
they are making very slow progress in tackling the
136,000 victims still hidden away in UK (recently
published
figures
by
Global
Slavery
Index). Consequently, with the continuing pressures
on resources that the authorities are having to deal

Trustees & Saima Raza (CCAT Manager)

INTELLIGENCE GATHERING (IG)
IG team is currently made up of seven volunteers
(including 3 Trustees). In 2017 CCAT decided to
actively add labour exploitation sites to their IG work.
The IG Coordinator collated IG on nail bars and car
washes in Croydon. Since 2017 around 100 dubious
addresses have been uncovered and submitted to
Croydon Council’s Anti-Slavery Lead who would be
disseminating to the licensing and tenancy team(s) to
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determine whether there had been any red flags at
these addresses.
Our Manager and Trustees have met with the
Gangmasters Labour Abuse Authority (GLAA) Lead for
south England and London regarding labour
exploitation locally whereby we discussed routes for
submitting our Labour IG data. Louise Hulland a
supportive journalist got in touch with CCAT in March
2018 to talk about our IG work on The One Show
(BBC). This resulted in a filming session with Chair of
Trustees Duncan Parker with a short Q&A about the
work of CCAT and field research in Thornton Heath to
observe potential sites of exploitation. This
culminated in a 3-minute segment which was shown
on April 4th 2018, which led to subsequent interest
from volunteers. Another positive development for
IG has been the recent partnership with Stop the
Traffik, with their lead Analyst who is analysing
CCAT’s IG data and mapping it. This exercise will help
us utilise the mapped data for campaign purposes

locally e.g. lobbying local MP’s and Councillors where
potential sites of trafficking are flourishing. In 2019
we will undertake quarterly sessions of IG data
collection (labour and sexual exploitation) to be
submitted to relevant authorities. We shall also
continue online research to this effect. CCAT will
encourage our supporters and volunteers to report
suspicions via the Modern Slavery Helpline.
Additionally, we shall seek to utilise Neighbourhood
Watches and Residents Associations locally to submit
IG too. We have contacted Safer Croydon
Partnerships Board and Community Safety Lead(s) to
this effect.
EDUCATION
The Education campaign continued to grow in
strength from 2017 – 2018. Abi Telman the longstanding Education Coordinator left CCAT in April
2018, Abi was a dedicated supporter and wonderful
at organising sessions in Schools, Colleges, Sixth forms
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and PRU’s and mobilising volunteers. We currently
have 8-9 volunteers on the list for this team. Patience
Joiner is the current Education Coordinator, she will
be joined by Kirstie Archer in November 2018 as a
Joint Coordinator to revive the Schools work for 2019.

- Worked with Croydon Council MASH
Coordinator to devise a questionnaire for
the annual Schools Audit
- Delivered 2-hour workshop to 40 BA Social
Work students at London South Bank and
70 BA Criminology students at Croydon
College.
- CCAT Trustee Peter Cox has advised school
pupils on developing modern slavery
projects in School
- Abi Telman provided a special assembly
workshop and talk at Virgo Fidelis in
Croydon reaching over 200 students

Between 2017 and 2018 academic year we reached
over 1000 school pupils. CCAT has sent a reminder
mailshot of our free sessions post-half term in
October 2018 and updated the presentation/content.
CCAT also had discussions with Ment4 regarding our
Schools Campaign and hope we continue to support
one another and work together in this capacity in the
future. Additionally, as part of the Education
campaign, CCAT has delivered sessions across
Croydon as well as helped develop:
- Develop and deliver a Social Action Project on
Modern Slavery in Croydon College with post-18
students over 10 weeks.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
CCAT has historically been involved in
community engagement, for the purposes of
organisation and clarity, we created a
separate programme of work ‘Community
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Engagement’. This programme involves
running specialist training, workshops and
talks on modern slavery. CCAT has reached
over 930 people between 2017 and 2018 on
the issue of modern slavery via this
programme. Some of the highlights include:

- Our Manager joined the BME Mental Health
Forum, attended the Calais Children and
Exploitation film screening in Croydon
- CCAT attended talks on gangs, county lines
and crime/policing locally
- Received interest from several groups
(reaching over 100 people) in 2019

- Teacher Training sessions to Primary School
teachers on modern slavery
- Working with local action groups such as Thornton
Heath Community Action to raise awareness and
contributing to their local newspaper
- Run training at the CVA, BME Forum, HomeStart
and a local business
- A local Youth Arts Group developed Postcards for
CCAT
- Provided talks at Amnesty Croydon, Asian
Resource Centre, Interfaith Forum and Churches
- We have developed an updated CCAT directory

CAMPAIGNING TEAM
The Campaigns team was officially launched in
February 2018 with a Film Screening, the
launch event showcased 3 short films on
modern slavery the event was well-attended
and engaging. Rachael King and Nida Riaz are
the Joint-Coordinators overseeing 15 people
signed up as ‘campaigners’, with 7-8 active.
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The Campaigns team has:

informal discussion about modern slavery on a
(quarterly basis) and a Chain Walk.
- We arranged campaigning training in March
2018 for all campaigners with The Equality
Trust in February 2018.
- The CCAT Manager will provide free
‘Lobbying Your MP’ training in 2019 for all
interested campaigners.

- Undertaken a Film Screening in February 2018
- Undertaken research on 4 main types of
modern slavery
- The CCAT Manager was asked to be on a film
panel for a documentary-film piece on
Nepalese Trafficking
- Undertaken Surveys online and in person in
Croydon across Summer 2018
- Poetry Night for Anti-Slavery Day on 16th
October 2018. Developed 2 original poems on
Slavery, to be published in our upcoming
newsletter.
- The CCAT Manager developed a campaign
strategy for the group in collaboration with
Rachael and Nida, which includes developing a
new ‘spot the signs’ video, ‘let’s talk trafficking’
evenings to recruit volunteers and have an

ADVOCACY AND POLICY
CCAT continues to liaise with local Councillors,
MP’s and key groups in the sector. We have
attended sector meetings in Parliament, in
Croydon and London meetings (Human
Trafficking Foundation Working Group)
including contributing to their Modern Slavery
Victim Support Bill work. We have been
contacted by Anti-Slavery International to join
their Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group in late
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2018. CCAT submitted our information to Unseen UK
to publish on the Modern Slavery Helpline website
and our Manager attended a MOPAC Community
Engagement Meeting in October 2018 and
contributed by highlighting the issue of modern
slavery and local trafficking (the information collated
from the meeting will help inform the Mayor’s Crime
and Policing Strategy 2019). Peter Cox is part of the
local Community Safety Board and our Manager
continues to attend meetings hosted by BME groups,
several interfaith events including a Conference in
London in November 2018 and community meetings
focusing on safety to promote the work of CCAT and
ensure that modern slavery remains on these
agendas.

disseminating the Spot the Signs leaflets and
discussing our work. As part of our work with the
POMSIC group a Borough-wide advertising campaign
on modern slavery was published, this resulted in a
poster campaign with (CCAT logo) across Croydon.
An excellent achievement illustrating our
commitment to ending modern slavery and our work
over the past few years (see Figure 2, page 12 ).
Trustee Peter Cox and Manager Saima Raza have
presented at the following Conferences:
- Croydon Modern Slavery Conference October
2017
- The National Council for Women’s Societies
(Nigeria) ‘Mobilising Women and the Diaspora
Community Against the Trafficking of Nigerian
Girls June 2018
- Into Europe For Prostitution’ London
Conference

CCAT contributes to the Croydon Prevention Against
Modern Slavery Group (POMSIC) and have continued
to attend local engagement and networking meeting
(such as Hate Crime, Refugees and Safeguarding)
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- Public Policy Exchange Conference September
2018
- Croydon Modern Slavery Conference October
2018
- CCAT has been invited to talk at a Croydon
Headmasters Conference hosted by the
Octavo Partnership in 2019

materials, new postcards and a poetry night for
Anti-Slavery Day. Becky and Andy Marlow cycled
1000 miles each for CCAT, raising over £2000.00
in July 2017. Cllr Richard Chatterjee undertook a
cross-channel relay swim for CCAT raising
£1200.00 in September 2018. We continue to
receive individual and Church donations,
although there has been a dip. We have sent
letters and mailshots to Churches illustrating our
impact and the importance of their support.
Duncan Parker (Chair) has also attended
breakfast morning and given talks to raise
further funds.

We are working to ensure the issue of modern
slavery and trafficking remains on the policy and
local agenda. CCAT has a strong presence in a
diverse range of forums across Croydon and
London.

FUNDRAISING

CCAT partnered with Medaille Trust in
September 2018 to apply for a £38,000.00
contract with Croydon Council to run a pilot PostNRM project in Croydon. Despite a great effort
from both partners the contract was awarded to
another project who run an established post-

In November 2017, CCAT secured £5000.00
funding from Croydon Council for their ‘No to
Slavery’ campaign, this allowed us to showcase a
film screening, develop community engagement
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NRM
project
across
London.
CCAT
communicates with local projects, such as a new
project in Croydon, Lily Trust along with Home
Start and Migrant Help. We have advertised for
fundraisers throughout 2017 and 2018, whilst
we have several people in the sector who are
willing to be ‘critical friends’ for applications, we
do not have a dedicated fundraising person. A
temporary fundraiser come on aboard in Spring
2018 but has since decided she can no longer
volunteer due to a full-time fundraising role with
a charity in north London. CCAT has drawn up a
database of potential trusts and foundations, but
has struggled to find funding streams for what is
essentially a campaigning/awareness raising
charity.

April 2018. Our work was published in: Croydon
Advertiser, Croydon Citizen (twice), Thornton
Heath Chronicle, Young People Insight and
Eastern Eye, the combined reach would be over
1000+. CCAT will be contacting The Voice
(Caribbean) and The Asian to publish articles on
modern slavery in 2019 to widen our reach.

YOUR COMMUNITY AGAINST HUMAN
TRAFFICKING (YCAHT MODEL)
8 groups and individuals have contacted us to
develop similar projects in their respective
localities (including queries from Arundel, Essex,
Kent, North London, Bromley, Waltham Forest,
Ireland & Glasgow). A local activist with over 20
years’ experience in the voluntary sector is keen
to develop a project like CCAT in Waltham
Forest. CCAT has provided advise, contacts,
support including providing talks We recognise

MEDIA
CCAT has had excellent exposure across the
media. CCAT was featured on the One Show in
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there is scope to develop YCAT materials for
people across the country.

interest and several organisations requesting
workshops. CCAT Campaigns team will discuss
how we can utilise this momentum and social
media for further campaigning locally.

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
We continue to have a strong social media
following. The Facebook page has been
somewhat neglected but is synced with Twitter.
We continue to receive membership requests
and volunteer queries from the website. The
website is in need of an update and needs a
volunteer who oversees it on a regular basis.

DEVELOPMENTS 2019

Social Media Campaign
In December 2018 CCAT partnered with Stop the
Traffik (STT) to develop a geo-targeted social
media campaign around workers’ rights and help
for victims of sexual exploitation. This was
launched late 2018 to stakeholders across the
sector with CCAT seeing an increase in volunteer

- CCAT will be meeting with the Clewer
Initiative (Church of England’s Modern Slavery
Campaign) to determine how we can work
together.
- We are in contact with further education
centres to provide 2-hour trainings for
undergraduate students

CCAT continues to be present at key meeting,
events and conferences. Locally, we have
reached more people than ever before. As we
look to 2019 we’ve started to lay the groundwork
for our impact in the coming year.
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THANK YOU We’d like thank our supporters,

- Liaise with Safer Croydon & Communities to
develop a new IG strategy via utilising
neighbourhood
watch
and
Resident
Associations to collect IG locally.
- Having
discussions
with
Croydon’s
Community Engagement Coordinator to
discuss an initiative to raise awareness of
modern slavery with CCAT
- Work with HomeStart to develop ‘prevention’
workshops with their trafficked women’s
client group.
- Kathryn Mincer (a supporter and actress) is
working with CCAT Manager Saima Raza to
develop a CCAT play on trafficking and slavery.
Kathryn will direct and develop the play to be
performed in Croydon in July 2019

trustees, volunteers and staff for all the work
they
do.
Please
contact
us
on
manager@theccat.com if you’d like to learn
more about our work, contribute or fundraise for
us.
Please consider becoming a FREE member at:
http://theccat.com/membership/
If you suspect trafficking, slavery or exploitative
behaviour please report to the free Modern
Slavery Helpline (open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week) on:
08000 121 700
https://www.modernslaveryhelpline.org
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